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80% OFF! Available for only 19.99 $5.99! On Special Sale Until July 27.     The midnight edition of

this already incredible adult coloring book introduces you to an entirely new coloring experience.

This new concept is going to revolutionize how coloring makes you feel. Printed on black paper,

your work will look more vibrant than ever. And never worry again about coloring outside the lines.   

 Imagine a coloring book going well beyond traditional boundaries to such an extent that it allows

you to really unleash your creativity and fully express yourself. Well, this day has finally arrived. Let

me present you Hidden Treasures Of The Universe, a unique adult coloring book that is completely

different from everything you may have seen in the past.  In this book, you will discover a world far

from Earth, both ethereal and magical. On your journey, youâ€™ll find mystic animals, gorgeous

landscapes and a wonderful fauna & flora. Embark on a special adventure where mysticism meets

beauty, an adventure in which you won't even feel like you must color leaves in green or trunks in

brown.  Just find a cozy corner, grab your favorite coloring supplies and enjoy this magical adult

coloring journey.        This Beautiful Adult Coloring Book Features:      30 Wonderful Coloring Pages

Beautiful Designs To Relieve Stress & Have Fun Single-Sided Pages At 8.5x11 Includes Digital

PDF Of The Book Inside     Order now and start this incredibly delightful & impolite journey.

Youâ€™re going to love it.     Tags: adult coloring books, coloring book for adults, animal coloring

book, adult coloring book best sellers, alex fleming, adult coloring books, coloring book for adults,

animal coloring book, adult coloring book best sellers, alex fleming
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I have been privileged to have been part of a special team to have had access to the images in this

book in advance of publication. (Images are from the white background version.) I am so very

excited about the images contained in this book. 30 very unique designs, unlike anything I have

seen before. They have been a pleasure to color, and I am looking forward to his next book! I am

attaching 10 pictures of images I have colored so far.

I have recently become extremely addicted to coloring in books with black backgrounds! Having a

black background makes life so easy, you don't have to ponder how to color in a bunch of open

space, you don't have to deal with streaky markers/pens/pencils filling in that open space, and the

colors just POP on a black background. I generally use gel pens for my coloring and they are

amazing against the black pages! This books has a really awesome variety of pictures. Each page

is single sided and the difficulty varies between the pages. There is even a mix of double age

pictures and single page pictures. Some of the pictures also have a fun mythical theme to them! I

bought this book for myself, my mom and my best friend. I can't wait to see how our interpretation of

the books differs!

I love this coloring book. At first I was questioning all the extra blank black pages. There are two

pictures side by side with a black background on two pages, then the next two pages are solid

black, no pictures. No worries with any paints, gel pens or colored pencils bleeding or scratching

through with color. Beautiful pictures in the book, great quality paper is used. I used] coloring as a

relaxer, a stress reducer. And if my anxiety starts creeping in and I will color to relax it. I recommend

this coloring book.

the pages in this book are beautifully drawn and are full of surprises. if you love to color then this is

a book i would highly reccomend. here are some of the pictures you will find in the book

I don't understand the other reviews I see that say they didn't know it was on black paper. Before I

purchased the book, I looked closely at the book cover which says "Midnight Edition" and the next

line says "printed on black paper". Maybe there are 2 copies being sold. I'm not sure.But... I have

lots of coloring books on white pages and I thought this would be a different way to go. I like the

pictures and that I don't have to color the background. They are intricate enough for me without

some of the tiny spaces to color as some of my books with designs has. I like that there is only one

picture per paper and some pictures take up both sides left and right for a bigger coloring area.



These are nice because then my daughter and I can color on the same book at the same time. The

paper seems to be a big enough weight to use with coloring but I am not sure about using pens or

markers. Not that it really matters with pictures on just one side. I really like this book and will look

for more of this authors coloring books when I need to get more.

Hidden Treasurers of the Universe is a well done book that was really fun to color! The pictures are

whimsical and make it possible for you to really escape and color something that really shows you.

Alex Fleming did an outstanding job with this book and I'd highly recommend it!

I have finally found a hobby that really fits me well. Who knew coloring books for adults would be the

new big thing? Although, thinking back on it, I probably should have known this because when my

daughter was younger and wanted to color, she never had to ask me twice. To be honest, she

never really asked me to join in, because before she could even get the words out, I always chimed

in, "me too!" I ordered this particular book, Hidden Treasures of the Universe, because it had high

ratings and was very affordable. I've seen some adult coloring books for outrageous prices. I like to

use all kinds of different art tools to see what I like best. I've tried markers, gel pens, and now water

color pencils. I don't know how or why but when I'm coloring I feel more relaxed. And I'm not striving

for perfection, if I color outside of the lines, "oh well." I really love that the drawings are on black

paper, because once colored, I think that gives the picture an extra pop of color!

This was a breath of fresh air from some of the coloring books I have and have seen. It's details are

amazing! Not to hard for beginners, and not too easy for intermediate colorists. Definitely worth

getting!
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